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CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES

STANDARD 100
VN015 203381 OETI

Tested for hanmful subslances
wvwif. oeko-tex. com/standard100is granted authorisation according to STANDARD 100 by

OEKO-TEX® to use the STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
mark, based on our test report VN015 203381.1

for the following articles:

PiNowand comforter Shells made of down and fibre proof fabric made of 100% cotton, 100% Lyocell
(TENCELT Lyoce11' LENZINGTLyocell Micro), 100% Outlast® viscose, cotton/kapok, polyester/cotton and
!.h-T^?!T"^s-vv^ea<:^ot.her a.?d 'yith s.i.lk a11.^ Tet.alliz.e.^. y?rn' raw white, washedout, bleached, opticairy
brightened and^lyed (only cotton), partly with hydrophilic finish, brushed, Aloe Vera, Vital, Honey'Soft,
^oj[°??' Ar,ga?' ?ilver lons' ve9ans' Vitamin E, ansitstatic, Silkprotein, anti-allergenic and HeiQ and Easy Gare
f.'"'^m?' mcl"di"^accessori®SJS ewi"9 and embroidery threads, embroidery ffeece, labels, pipings,
webbing, metal buttons), partly finished with biological active products accepted by OEKO-TEX®;*
produced from material certified according to STANDARD 10ObyOEKO-TEX®

The results of the inspection made according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, Annex 4, product class l have
shown that the above mentioned goods meet the human-ecological requirements of the STANDARD 100 bv OEKO-
TEX® presently established in Annex 4 for baby articles.
The certified articles fulfil requirements of Annex XVII of REACH (ind. the use of azo colourants, nickel release. etc.
the American requirement regarding total content of lead in children's articles (CPSIA; with the exception'of'""'" '"'""
accessories made from glass) and ofthe Chinese Standard GB 18401:2010 (labelling requirements were not
verified).

The holder of the certificate, who has issued a conformity declaration according to ISO 17050-1 , is under an
Obligation to use STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® mark only in conjunction wi~th products that conform with the
sample initially tested. The conformity is verified by audits.

The certificate VN015 203381 is valid until 30.06.2023
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